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Special Issue: “Small Hands in the Information Society”
NETWORK SCIENCE
“Invisible” Information Managers in the Production of a Scientific Database
Florence Millerand
Abstract
Contemporary network-based technological developments in the sciences draw attention to new forms of work, or
even new categories of workers. Based on an ethnographic study of an American ecological research network, this
paper focuses on the work of information managers, the “invisible technicians” who are in charge of managing
scientific data in laboratories. The paper shows how the development of a large-scale database project goes hand in
hand with processes of establishing different degrees of visibility for information managers and their work, It
discusses issues related to the invisibility of data documentation work, particularly this invisibility’s impact on
scientific knowledge processes. The invisibility of information managers appears to be related to a fundamental
aspect of their work, « articulation work », characterized by activities of bricolage, translation and deletion. The
invisible work of data management and documentation is that of endlessly redoing and reinventing.
Keywords: invisible work, invisible technician, information manager, metadata, standard, infrastructure

Introduction
The scientific community is currently experiencing major technological developments in terms
of digital infrastructures based in networks that facilitate, among other things, the circulation and
sharing of research data beyond institutional and disciplinary borders. Following the first large
science data banks in biology (cf. the GenBank or the Protein Data Bank), a similar movement is
developing in other scientific domains, most notably in the natural sciences where current
scientific challenges (climate change or biodiversity for example) require the sharing of large
quantities of multidisciplinary data. As a result, scientists have constituted gigantic data
warehouses that innovatively juxtapose new fields and create new types of work and workers in
the scientific community.
The question of the production of these new scientific installations remains relatively
unexplored. They are, however, of critical importance. How we classify, record, and stock data,
information, and knowledge inextricably shape how we know (Goody, 1979; Bowker, 2006).
Bowker has shown how the construction of databases in the field of biodiversity contributed to
the organization and classification of the natural world in a way that unavoidably excluded
certain spaces, entities, and temporalities (Bowker, 2000). We have shown how the choice of a
digital standard for stocking and sharing data in the environmental sciences privileged a priori
one disciplinary perspective over another by facilitating access to physical environmental data
rather than biological data (Millerand and Bowker, 2008, 2009). Beyond their epistemic and
scientific stakes, classificatory systems, terminological norms, and conventions can also render
certain categories of actors and activities visible (or invisible), and, in so doing, produce a certain
ordering of the world – for example, via the institution of a certain division of labor associated
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with certain mechanisms of social and professional recognition (Bowker and Star, 1999;
Desrosières and Thévenot, 1988 ; Thévenot, 1986). As a result, it is important to examine the
behind-the-scenes construction and implementation of such infrastructures in order to
comprehend, on the one hand, the role of the materiality of their support and, on the other hand,
the diversity of actors and activities involved.
This article focuses on a group of actors and activities rarely placed in the spotlight and
commonly referred to as “technicians,” a catchall term for all technical work. More precisely, it
examines the work of information managers who, in the context of research laboratories and
groups, ensure the management of research data which generally includes such activities as
processing, conserving, stocking, collecting on-site data, and analyzing. From an empirical study
based on an American network of ecologists (henceforth designated as the “Network” with a
capital N), this article aims to improve our understanding of the role of information managers in
scientific activity, and more precisely to envision the processes by which the work of these
“invisible technicians” is rendered visible or invisible (Shapin, 1989) in the specific context of
the development of a large database. I will show in this case study how the constitution of a
network-wide database involved different processes of making the information managers and
their work visible and invisible, and how this led ultimately to a partial redefinition of their role
in the Network.
To begin, I will present the methodological and theoretical elements in order to situate this
inquiry. I will then expound on the empirical study and the research terrain on which I base my
arguments in this article. Following this, I will develop an argument in two parts. First, I will
describe the work of information managers and insist in particular on the activity of documenting
scientific data. I will propose an explication of the invisibility of information managers and their
work by relating it to a fundamental aspect of their work, which I understand as “articulation
work” according to Strauss (1985, 1988, 1992) and characterize, in the specific context of the
management of scientific data, as activities of bricolage, translation, and deletion. Second, I will
show, in the course of developing the database, how information managers become both partially
“visible” – insofar as their new role or responsibilities are acknowledged – and “invisible” –
insofar as a large part of their work has the effect of making them invisible. I will discuss the
stakes making the activities of data documentation invisible in particular for the production of
scientific knowledge. I will conclude by suggesting avenues of analysis for taking into account
and studying the work of technicians in the contemporary development of digital infrastructures
in the sciences.
Technicians, Infrastructures, and Invisible Work
In the laboratory, technicians are just technicians. In the official history of scientific
achievements, they do not exist by their name, race, gender, or identity but only by their
function (Timmermans, 2003, p197).
Laboratory technicians, the small hands that work to advance science right beside researchers,
have long been absent, not only from historical narratives of scientific discoveries (Shapin,
1989), but also from the work of sociologists of science. Recently, new work has opened the way
for questioning research regarding the work of these “small hands,” or those actors with little
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visibility in the production and circulation of knowledge, whether it be the contribution of
amateurs (or the “non-scientific”) (Mukerji, 2009; Epstein, 1995) or technicians in the broader
sense of the term (Barley and Bechky, 1994; Shapin, 1989; Cambrosio and Keating, 1988;
Lynch, 1985; Collins, 1974; Goodwin, 1995; Timmermans, 2003). Studies of laboratories have
directed attention to the practical work of the production of scientific facts. In so doing, they
have underlined the role of intermediary actors like technicians who work to link the entities of
the physical world (the measurement of a quantity of carbon) to the symbolic world (the biomass
of a forest), the particularities of a local experimentation to a system of knowledge (Latour and
Woolgar, 1979; Traweek, 1988; Lynch, 1985; Knorr-Cetina, 1981). Though they have a key role
in operations of “translation,” notably in the production of “inscriptions” (Latour and Woolgar,
1979), the contribution of technicians is rarely analyzed in and of itself (from the perspective of a
sociology of scientific work), but rather nearly always as a function of their contribution to the
production of scientific knowledge (from the perspective of a sociology of knowledge) (Barley
and Bechky, 1994). In the end, work that has examined technicians’ role in science by
questioning of the social organization of work in laboratories remains rare.
For non-technicians, technicians’ knowledge and savoir-faire are generally perceived as being
complex, or even obscure and their role as being above all a secondary role in the service of
other, more intellectual, tasks at the forefront of scientific activity like writing scientific articles
(Barley and Bechky, 1994). Moreover, scientific milieus are said to have a propensity to devalue
collaborators with lower social status (Shapin, 1989) not only because the latter have a “support”
role (technicians work for the researchers they assist) but also because the knowledge they hold
is essentially a “contextual” knowledge that is certainly indispensable, but whose prestige is less
compared to “formal” knowledge (Barley and Bechkey, 1994). As a result, technicians – like the
precise nature of technical work – remain most often “invisible” (Star and Strauss, 1999).
However, technicians have in reality diverse tasks for which they mobilize vast sums of
knowledge, whether theoretical or practical. Thus, Lynch (1982, 1985) shows how laboratory
technicians in neurobiology who manipulate the electronic microscopes marshal both theoretical
knowledge (and therefore certain scientific theories) and situated knowledge to identify
anomalies and artifacts that the neurobiologists themselves are incapable of locating. In a
different domain, Orr (1996) shows how technicians who are specialized in the repair of copy
machines possess in-depth and sophisticated levels of knowledge about the machines that rival
the engineers who conceived them.
In the laboratory, technicians are the actors nearest to the instruments and data that constitute the
work of the laboratory (‘the lab’) in which their daily tasks involve close contact with the
material infrastructure of scientific work. Beyond the scientific sphere, the notion of material
infrastructure commonly evokes the idea of vast technological systems (like railroad networks
and electrical systems) that are generally transparent to the user, laying in the background of
social activities and only appearing visible in the event of outages (Star and Ruhleder, 1996). It is
interesting to make a parallel with the work of technicians tasked with the maintenance of such
systems, which also generally appears only when problems arise. In these cases, performance is
judged on how well their work remains invisible. Contemporary digital infrastructures, of which
the internet is perhaps the most emblematic example, are no exceptions to this rule.
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The study of such infrastructures in the context of scientific milieus extends the analysis –
heretofore centered on scientific fact or technical device to the socio-technical infrastructure,
understood as a “knowledge production system” (Star and Ruhleder, 1996). This shift refocuses
the study on the processes of constructing infrastructures, on the one hand, and takes into
account their materiality, on the other. Star (1999) advises us to go backstage and to practice
what Bowker calls “infrastructural inversion” (Bowker, 1994), or, in other words, to bring to the
forefront these infrastructures that have traditionally been taken for granted. From this
perspective, the study of work accomplished in practice or “in action” (Latour, 1987) rather than
the study of the discourse of the actors reveals the existing gaps between those who do the work
and those who are recognized for it.
Furthermore, paying attention to the material infrastructure, to objects and their “equipment”
(Vinck, 2006) may allow actors or activities not regularly appearing in spontaneous or official
discourse to become accessible (Vinck, 2009). The proprieties of objects, the way they are
“equipped” (Vinck, 2009), materializes invisible infrastructures composed of standards,
categories, and conventions (Bowker and Star 1999) that, while enabling their circulation,
inevitably constrain it. Choosing certain categories and certain formats to describe scientific data
is unavoidably characterized by the exclusion of others, for example when one indicates the
name of the laboratory rather than that of the researcher as the author of data. Thus, databases are
also sites of representations and political struggles (Bowker, 2000; Meyer, 2009; Waterton,
2010).
My inquiry here is based on the notions of “visible work” and “invisible work” formulated by
Strauss in his studies of disease and hospitals (Strauss, 1988, 1992; Straus et al., 1985). Others
have extended these distinctions to the study of the epistemic stakes of classificatory systems
(Bowker and Starr, 1999) and to systems of representation in computer science (Suchman, 1995).
“Invisible work” most often evokes a group of misunderstood activities (the informal tasks of
diffusing information in an organization, for instance) or a marginalized category of actors
generally at the bottom of social and professional hierarchies (the work of housemaids, for
example) (Nardi and Engeström, 1999). But it could also involve highly specialized or abstract
work activities requiring the management of information or knowledge (the work of research
data management in a laboratory, for example).
I adopt a stance in which “no work is inherently visible or invisible; we ‘see’ work through a
selection of indicators” (Star and Strauss, 1999, p.9). An activity may become visible or invisible
depending on the context and, notably, on the power relations in place. The tension between the
visible and the invisible is the object of constant negotiations (Star and Strauss, 1999). Making
an activity visible may lead to social recognition for the work and the worker, but it may also
result in the reification of work and open the way to new forms of control (Suchman, 1995). In
the case of nurses studied by Bowker et al. (1995), the attempts to make their work visible (and,
more broadly, their profession) collided with the need to maintain the ambiguous and personal
character of certain tasks, for example the comfort of the dying in their final minutes of life.
Finally, if making work visible necessarily implies its objectification and a certain a priori
appreciation of its value, a large part still escapes formal codification. Each attempt to make
work visible irreducibly leaves a portion invisible (Voirol, 2005).
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One possible avenue for considering the linkage between the visible and the invisible is to
question the definition of work and what counts as work, for whom, and depending on whom,
can – or must –work be visible or on the contrary invisible? The notion of “articulation work”
developed by Strauss (1985, 1988, 1992) is opposed to routine work, which is ordered, fixed,
delineated beforehand and may be taken for granted. Articulation work refers to all the activities
that bind a group or series of tasks, actors, or environments. In the words of Strauss, it is “that
which accomplishes work” (Strauss 1988). Concretely, this articulation work essentially rests on
(largely invisible) activities of planning, organization, evaluation, mediation and task
coordination which enable the “articulation” of elements by a larger group (tasks, individuals,
technologies, environments, etc.). Making articulation work visible recognizes the first-hand
importance of the process – its ambiguous and embryonic nature – over that which is produced,
quantifiable, and predictable. It also recognizes the value of those who are responsible for it and
whose role is overly misunderstood and underestimated (Star 1991a). As such, coordination roles
in general offer a useful example.
Choosing to account for the work of an underrepresented category of workers in sociological
studies about scientific work inevitably contributes to the visibility of a particular point of view
(Star, 1991b). In so doing, it becomes possible to explain differently the success or failure of
technical innovations and to bring to light the processes that make visible/invisible people and
their activities. Laboratory work is also a moral and political activity in which the contributions
of actors are not evaluated in the same way according to status (Shapin, 1989), race
(Timmermans, 2003), or gender (Garforth and Kerr, 2010).
The Case of Information Managers in a Scientific Network
The arguments developed in this article are the fruit of an ethnographic study conducted among
an American network of ecologists. Founded at the beginning of the 1980s, the Network
represents the largest scientific community in its domain with more than 2,000 researchers and
students divided among 26 sites (or research stations) and a 27th site for the administration of the
Network. Fundamentally interdisciplinary, the Network combines more than 60 fields from
climatology to zoology including plant biology, geology, and limnology. Each site brings
together a team of a dozen researchers on average for the study of a particular biome (a group of
ecosystems particular to a given region, for example a hot desert or a coastal estuary). At each
site there are also variable epistemic cultures. In fact, even if the Network’s ecologists share a
certain vision of Nature and of the study of ecosystems, their expertise differs broadly according
to their objects and methods of research (phytoplankton, penguins, nutrient flows, etc.).
The archiving of research data is one of the Network’s priorities since its inception because the
aggregation of large quantities of data (from the field notably) is an important characteristic of
the environmental sciences today. Thus, a position is dedicated to the management of research
data at each site.1 An “information manager” (sometimes called “data manager”), most often
trained in or familiar with both information technology and environmental sciences), occupies
this function (alone or part of a team at some sites). Nearly a third of the information managers
possess doctoral degrees in science (computer or natural sciences) while the rest have Bachelors
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This position has been provided for in the Network’s budget since its creation.
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or Masters degrees. Most information managers with a doctorate are active in research projects
either in the Network or in other research communities.
With a wide geographical distribution2, information managers are a de facto community. They
meet each year for a network annual conference where they participate in discussions,
presentations, workshops, demonstrations, etc. Formal working groups and informal monthly
meetings (by tele- or videoconference) together with their own information newsletter allows
them frequent opportunities for communication and collaboration. Although it brings together
many different profiles, a strong and stable identity in the long term helps distinguish the
information manager community within the Network. In terms of organization, formal
recognition as a committee (Information Management Committee) and a representative on the
Network’s administrative council provide the group representation.
Information managers are in charge of all the research data produced at their sites. They ensure
the coordination of all tasks connected to the production, manipulation, archiving, and, in certain
cases, the exploitation of data: collection in the field, treatment, quality verification, stocking??,
analysis, web site and database publication, etc. Concretely, once data have been collected in the
field, the “brute” data are given to the information managers who then digitize them (if it has not
already been done) by inscribing the metadata (literally the “data about the data”) in a way that
conserves the data’s context of production.
Documenting the data consists of indicating general information such as the research project title
or the names of researchers and more detailed information about sampling techniques,
instruments, measuring units, etc. Generally, a part of this information is recorded at the site of
data collection itself, on paper or electronic tablets, by researchers and their teams. This
information will then be greatly elaborated (completed and verified) by the information
managers during organization of the data in the laboratory and the database recording
(registration and ingestion). Data documentation carries special importance within the Network
since the latter has, since the 2000s, made public data produced at its 26 research sites.3 In other
words, each researcher’s and each site’s data in the Network must be available online to be
shared and reused not only within the Network but also outside it. This implies, first of all, that
the documentation of data is sufficiently complete and detailed to be able to leave the
laboratory’s walls – and the disciplinary traditions – in which they were produced. This
documentation corresponds to what Vinck (2011) calls the equipping, or the addition of a thing
to an object which modifies its status and proprieties and which, notably, inscribes it into a space
of exchange and circulation. For example, a series of chemical measurements on water in a given
aquatic milieu can only be compared to another if the details regarding collection conditions
(date, geographic localization, instrument type, depth level, analytical technique…) are also
present. Metadata documentation constitutes the sine qua non condition for the mobility of
scientific data. For the remainder of this article, I will focus on the task of documenting, a
process that sometimes is called data contextualization or metadata production.

The 26 sites and research states in the Network are spread across the United States, Antarctica, and the Arctic.
The sites have a maximum delay of three years from the moment they are collected to put their data online. This
expectation is integrated into the evaluation of each site’s scientific production which takes place every six years and
determines the continuation of research funding.
2
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Data documentation currently constitutes an important activity, if not the most important, in the
work of information managers in the Network. It is important to specify that the Network’s
policy regarding the free circulation of research data is rooted in the project of developing a very
large database based on a process of standardizing data documentation procedures. In fact, the
free circulation of data in the Network rapidly encountered a large diversity of systems, technical
architectures, modes of classification and data documentation. A common descriptive standard
for data (or metadata standard4) was adopted (in 2001) to give uniformity to the operations
spread among the 26 sites (figure 1 presents an example of standardized metadata). The
“cyberinfrastructure” project (a term utilized by the Network for its very large database project)
targets not only the publication of data for dissemination among researchers but also online
detailed analyses of large quantities of interdisciplinary data, which requires a carefully refined
level of data documentation.
<geographicCoverage>
<geographicDescription>Ficity, FI, metropolitan area,
USA</geographicDescription>
<boundingCoordinates>
<westBoundingCoordinate>-112.373614</westBoundingCoordinate>
<eastBoundingCoordinate>-111.612936</eastBoundingCoordinate>
<northBoundingCoordinate>33.708829</northBoundingCoordinate>
<southBoundingCoordinate>33.298975</southBoundingCoordinate>
<boundingAltitudes>
<altitudeMinimum>300</altitudeMinimum>
<altitudeMaximum>600</altitudeMaximum>
<altitudeUnits>meter</altitudeUnits>
</boundingAltitudes>
</boundingCoordinates>
</geographicCoverage>
<temporalCoverage>
<rangeOfDates>
<beginDate>
<calendarDate>1998-11-12</calendarDate>
</beginDate>
<endDate>
<calendarDate>2003-12-31</calendarDate>
</endDate>
</rangeOfDates>
</temporalCoverage>
Figure I. Description of geographical and temporal coordinates in the metadata standard
language.
In practice, the implementation of a common standard for describing data which constitutes the
cornerstone of the very large database project was an extremely complex and laborious process
The standard, called “Ecological Metadata Language,” is a standardized language of data description specially
developed for ecology.
4
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that was marked by the confrontation of “data cultures” proper to different research teams.5 In
2007, six years after the adaptation of the common standard, barely half of the sites had
succeeded in documenting their data according to the standards and it was not until 2009 that all
the sites generated properly documented data sets. As I write these lines, the large database
project is still being developed.
In my ethnographic study, I followed this database project paying special attention to attempts to
standardize the process of data documentation. Following Bowker’s (1994) principle of
“infrastructural inversion,” I observed the development work on a technical infrastructure
(decisions and choices regarding architecture and technical standards, etc) and its contents (types
of data, represented disciplinary fields, etc.), work in which information managers were, in
practice, at the forefront and which redefined their work through processes of becoming visible
and invisible. The inquiry rests on participant observation techniques, interviews with the actors,
document analysis (technical documentation, reports, etc.) and artifacts (databases, prototypes,
etc.) over a period of two years (from 2004 to 2006). I was based at the university institution
where two of the 26 research sites are established. I was able to observe, in situ, and on a daily
basis, the work of researchers, students, research professionals, technicians, paying particular
attention to information managers. I observed these sites by participating in the activities and
events that occurred there: work situations, scientific conferences, meetings, teleconferences,
design sessions, hallway conversations, etc.
MAKING WORK VISIBLE/INVISIBLE
Scientific Data Documentation: The Work of Small Hands
Susan is an information manager at one of the Network’s 26 sites where she works with two
program technicians to administer research data. The site’s research team brings together a dozen
researchers, primarily oceanographers, to study the effects of climate change on marine
ecosystems; around twenty students and post-docs as well as about ten field technicians complete
the team. My description of the work of data documentation comes from an example of data
collection that occurred during a scientific mission at sea.
The measurement of biomass (the mass of living organisms in a given milieu) is the main focus
of the research conducted by the site’s team in order to measure change in the ecosystem.
Measurements are done at sea during regular missions lasting several days or weeks aboard a
scientific vessel. Before each mission, Susan prepares the data documentation forms on which
the researchers will record the information relating to the measurements taken out at sea.
Researchers, students, and technicians, all of whom take turns on deck manipulating the
instruments and collecting samples and in the ship’s mini-labs conducting preliminary analyses,
fill out the forms. As for Susan, she remains on land in the laboratory. Explaining the details of
this collection process to measure biomass6, she says:

On this point see Baker and Millerand (2010).
The measurement of the concentration level of chlorophyll is used here as an indicator of the quantity of vegetal
plankton in an aquatic zone, which corresponds to the biomass (or the mass of the living organisms in a zone).
5
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First, we have the fluorometer, it’s the instrument used to measure the biomass or
actually the chlorophyll at sea. So after calibrating the instrument, we bring it out to sea.
At sea, the sampling bottles are lowered over the side so that water can be taken at
different depths, they are brought back up in large 15L bottles, and then we use small
200mL bottles to take sub-samples. After we take a bottle of each one and bring it to the
lab where there is a filtering system in which we insert a certain sized filter and pour in
our sample. All the plankton contained in the chlorophyll remains trapped by the filter.
Next we take this filter and put it in the freezer for 24 hours so that the cells are
separated, then we take these frozen samples and put them in acetone to extract the
chlorophyll from the cells (…) we get a liquid that we then put in the fluorometer (…)
that’ll allow us to say that the fluorescence will be proportional to the chlorophyll.
Summarized in this way, the collection protocol appears relatively simple: salt-water samples are
taken using bottles at different depths, their contents are then filtered and analyzed with a device
called a fluorometer. Although this manipulation is relatively common in plankton biology, a
whole host of questions arise in relation to the documentation of the data collected, here
chlorophyll concentrations: in which context were the data collected (for which research project,
on which date, by which team, etc.)? which sampling technique was used (what size bottles? at
which depth, etc.)? with which extraction technique (filtering, which type, size, etc.)? which
method of analysis (fluorescence, pigments, etc.)? Each response to these questions can represent
a large amount of information that is generally greater than the data themselves.
The data documentation process doesn’t begin when the team leaves land (or the ship), but at
sea, at the moment the instruments are deployed and the initial analyses in the mini-lab are
conducted:
First, when you collect your samples, you begin to use the paper, and you write the depth,
the station, latitude, longitude, etc. so that the samples have labels to indicate the context
of their collection. After, when you use the fluorometer, for each reading, you write on
the appropriate line on the paper, the fluorescence, let’s say the read is done in units of
fluorescence. (…) We also write the characteristics of the measurement instrument (…).
You have to write also how much water was filtered, etc.
The first data recorded on the form help to document the context of the data collection in time
and space (date, geographic location, depth, researcher’s name, etc.). These are the first level of
metadata. Next, the volumes of the analyzed samples, the values measured, the characteristics of
the instrument of measurement all will be indicated; this information constitutes a second level
of metadata. First-level metadata is essentially used to identify data clusters for, for example, a
search on the subject (ex.: biomass), while second-level metadata allow for their interpretation
and analysis. Without the details of the method of analysis, for instance, the data would have
little interest for a researcher wishing to use them.
The notes from these notepads are then entered into Excel. In this case they do the
calculations out at sea or wait and enter the data at the lab, sometimes it’s just a text file,
not Excel, it depends. (…) when the data arrive, the phytoplankton team will work a bit
on the data and then they’ll send us the file, usually by mail.
9

The filled-out forms are then transferred into digital format and passed from the research team’s
hands to those of the information manager. These forms play a particularly important role in the
coordination of the research team’s work. Created by the information manager, they are brought
with the material on-board the ship where they circulate between the bridge, sampling stations,
and the mini-lab, passing from hand to hand before returning to the information manager. By
circulating among the different research activity sites (at sea on-board the ship and on land in the
laboratory) and among the different actors (researchers, students, technicians, information
managers), they resemble the boundary-objects described by Star and Griesemer (1989) that
support the coordination between different social worlds. More precisely, the form acts here as a
“standardized form,” that is both a method of communication between different actors and an
information depository in the service of preserving data.
Paying attention to the circulation of the forms reveals the distributed nature of the data
documentation process that is accomplished in reality by several categories of actors. Moreover,
the documents that are used are intermediary documents destined to be transformed and to
disappear (the paper form becomes an electronic file which itself is then integrated into a model
form). The activity’s layout and the ephemeral nature of the support material make it difficult to
conserve traces, on the one hand, and, on the other, to identify clearly delineated roles, both of
which contribute to the invisibility of these tasks in the overall research process.
Once we have the file, we have to put it into the pattern “model” form. Because
sometimes [out at sea] they change the order of the columns because it’s easier for them
to fill them out, sometimes they add columns, so we need to check them. For example,
they’ll have recorded latitude in degrees, minutes, seconds, that’s generally how we do it
because it’s the easiest to understand. So we have to convert these three columns into
decimal degrees because that’s how the data can be inter-operated. So, for example, if
they sent us the chlorophyll data with three decimal points, we know that it’s actually one
decimal point, the three points are from the instrument because it’s digital, so we check
with them but make the changes. (…) After, once we’ve finished the metadata, we pass
the data from our production environment [the site’s protected database] on to the public
sphere, we just change the privileges and it becomes public and consultable.
From the Excel file, the information manager’s work consists thus in revising its contents and,
most of all, in standardizing the documentation that is produced, by for example using predefined
model forms. The work discussed here is one of translation (personal formats are converted into
standard formats) as well as one of correction (columns are reordered, values adjusted, decimal
numbers set, etc). In other words, the work effaces the traces of the particular contexts in which
the data were collected (what Latour and Woolgar (1979) called, in a different context, the
erasure of modalities) making way for purified data without the idiosyncrasies of any one
individual or laboratory. Information managers thus polish the data to make them mobile and
independent of the environment from which they were produced, yet full of precious
documentary information that allows one to resituate the data in their original contexts.
In this process, information managers play a key role because they directly affect the quality of
the data by enabling their interoperability (and therefore their comparison with other data), by
10

correcting errors, checking anomalies or artifacts introduced by the procedures, and by adding to
the field data the precious contextual information that will enable their interpretation. Their level
of scientific research expertise is at stake in the quality of data and documents they produce. As
Susan explains, “the problem is that information managers are translators and so they could take
that literally (…) the researches know this and make the corrections in their head (or so one
hopes).” This is an important question within the Network because the information manager
cannot be trained in every method used by researchers at his or her site.
Looking in particular at the work of documenting scientific data better reveals the nature of the
work of information managers which largely resembles “articulation” work (Strauss, 1988).
“One cannot do things that figure among the evaluation criteria that the community
valorizes. One does not write grant applications for ten million. One does not publish
billions of paper every year. One is too busy just so that the work gets done. Thus, on the
basis of the criteria traditionally used by most of the scientific community, one is simply
invisible” (my emphasis).7
“So that the work gets done” describes precisely what is at the heart of the articulation work that
characterizes certain types of work inside organizations. It is work done in the background,
generally misunderstood, non-formalized and difficult to formalize; work that is strictly speaking
invisible but that allows the work to be done and individuals and collectives to work together and
cooperate.
In his study on the organization of medical work in a hospital (Stauss et al., 1985), Strauss and
colleagues show how nurses are tasked with combining the perspectives of different actors
(doctors, patients, families, etc.), a job that also requires the supervision and coordination that are
fundamental to administering care but which remain misunderstood, ignored, or undervalued.
Similarly, information managers are at the center of collaboration between different categories of
actors (researchers, personnel, students…) and different scientific communities in which they
conduct the invisible work of coordination and mediation. As the above excerpt illustrates,
information managers are also invisible to researchers because their work corresponds little to
what the scientific community values and because it cannot be measured or quantified according
to the scientific community’s traditional evaluation criteria (number of publications or amount of
grants).
That being said, the work of information managers is characterized as well by a series of
activities of bricolage (distinguished by situated knowledge), of translation (between technical
and scientific domains and between social worlds), and deletion (of the activity’s traces) which
equally contribute to their invisibility.
Lévi-Strauss opposed the bricoleur, a sort of handyman whose competence and knowledge are
generally applied according to the situation, to the engineer whose tools and aptitudes are put to
use for specific projects. In many ways, information managers are bricoleurs. They learn the
rudiments of the profession on the go, they must demonstrate versatility and improvisation on a
Citation taken, with the authors’ permission, from an ethnographic study conducted in 2004 by Karasti and Baker
within the Network. See Karasti and Baker (2004).
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daily basis. The work of data documentation itself even resembles bricolage. Thus, a data
manager from an affiliated program recounts how several years before the adoption of the
standard, he had created from scratch a data documentation format evocatively titled “Everybody
Happy Format, EHF” to satisfy the needs of his community. Taking into account the technical
computational constraints (concern about interoperability and maintenance), scientific
constraints (compatibility with other functioning documentation formats in related disciplines),
and the expectations of each of the researchers at his site (about the types of data to describe), he
“bricoled” a “home-made” format that, at the time, satisfied the main concerned parties.
Information managers are also translators insofar as they carry out operations of translations
between technical and scientific aspects as well as between social worlds. The first dimension of
translation is without a doubt the most tangible and corresponds to the very function of a
technician, a specialist in a particular technical domain. Information managers convert “raw”
research data into readable and interpretable formats for researchers. The second dimension
relates to operations of translations between social worlds. Information managers are at the heart
of a network of relations that traverse multiple disciplinary, organizational, and institutional
domains. If the researchers at the site of which the information manager is a part constitute the
latter’s principal interlocutors, he or she will collaborate with the rest of the researchers in the
Network, with other research communities, and with the general public (to the extent that the
data is available on the internet). In so doing, information managers constantly cross disciplinary
or institutional borders (for instance when they publish data from the Network in the institutional
archive of a specific university).
Finally, the very nature of the information manager’s work consists of erasing all its traces and
make it “transparent.” Information managers work very hard to mask the disorganized, poorly
presented, artifact-ridden jumble of data with which they work and to confine the boring work of
“clean-up,” organization, and classification of data inside the system. For this is precisely an
important aspect of the work of technicians, as Orr (1996) demonstrates in his ethnography of
copy machine service technicians who take care to remove any powder trace that could testify to
their presence or Suchman (1995) in her study on documentary technicians in legal offices whose
work must be presented in court. The work of information managers in the data documentation
process may rarely be read or watched: the paper documentation forms researchers bring with
them constitute those rare visible documents of the process. Once transferred to electronic media,
they are placed into a system of classification and put into the architecture of a database that for
the most part will remain invisible to its users.
Making Information Managers Visible: The Recognition of a New Role
The work of standardizing, verifying, and completing the documentation of scientific data is
central to the work of information managers examined in this article. In its decision to adopt a
common standard for metadata for its very large database project, the Network has taken this
process of standardization to a new level. No longer are data documentation standardized solely
by research teams at the same site but by the rest of the Network and even the larger research
community of ecologists.
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Adopting the standard targets two major changes in the practice of data documentation. On the
one hand, the documentation must henceforth respect the language and structure of the standard,
which implies that the sites must adopt new ways of operating. On the other hand, the
researchers are pre-supposed to be the principal actors of this process, taking on now the task of
data documentation themselves.
In reality, the production of standardized metadata proves to be an extremely laborious process
and, confronted with such a complex task, researchers almost immediately rejected this new role,
which was assigned to information managers. In so doing, the complexity of documentation, and
those who were primarily responsible for it, in other words the information managers, were given
a certain degree of “visibility.”
The Dirty Work
When the Network adopted the standard in 2001, the presumed or “configured” users (to borrow
the term of Woolgar, 1991) were researchers. At this stage, no other category of actors
(technicians or information managers, for example) is mentioned in the documents relating to the
standard, destined to “improve the sharing of data among researchers” able to benefit from this
new standard representing “the state-of-the-art of metadata standards.”8 One might expect
researchers, who are most familiar with their data, to document them and publish them directly
in the established database.
However the researchers in the network refused from the start the task, on the one hand, because
of the quantity (and complexity) of work that was implicated and, on the other hand, because it
seemed like data management work in the broadest sense, which is typically done by information
managers.
“The quantity of metadata to produce is ten times more important than the size of data
collected! So researchers aren’t going to even try … They would prefer to do their
research.”
If, as this information manager suggests, the weight of the task discourages researchers from the
start, it involves activities that researchers generally try to avoid, or wish not even to see.
“You know, deep down, it’s because they don’t want to have to deal with it, so they are
very happy that I can take it off their hands.”
With researchers having refused the role assigned to them in the database project’s “script”
(Akrich, 1992), the task was rapidly and almost “naturally” given to information managers (to
use an informant’s own words). Delegating work in this way to information managers resembles
what Hughes (1996) called the delegation of dirty work in the health care field, in this case from
doctors to nurses. He remarked that, when a profession delegated tasks, they were often tasks
considered to be at the bottom of the scale of social values, tedious or even degrading, and that
the delegation aimed generally to reaffirm the hierarchy of competency in order to preserve
prestige. As for information managers, the researchers in the Network quickly found in the
8
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person of the information manager at their site a way to rid themselves of the problem and the
justification was already there since this person already took care of data management work.
Information managers begin the work by converting existing documentation at first and next of
producing standardized documentation. However, like the multidisciplinarity that characterizes
the Network, documentation practices are extremely disparate and “resistant” to efforts of
standardization that have been undertaken. Firstly, the standard proves to be complex;
appropriating this new way of describing data is literally to appropriate a new language (in the
format of the XML language) with which one must “code” data. Yet information managers have
neither the expertise nor the capacity to find the necessary additional resources (even if only in
terms of available time). They encounter moreover a flagrant lack of support within the Network,
as this manager suggests:
“One of my greatest frustrations is that they ask us to do it without giving us additional
financing even though it requires enormous resources.”
In this context, those who succeed in recruiting additional personnel (an intern for instance) are
rare. The majority had no other choice but to train themselves on the go. In any case, the
experience was difficult: they felt unprepared, “incompetent,” or “under qualified” (in the words
of an informant). Secondly, the technical tools destined to facilitate the implementation of the
standard (notably the automated tools for converting existing documentation into standard
documentation) as well as the provided guidance (in terms of training) proved to be useless or
inappropriate. The tools created important problems of compatibility within a site’s existing data
environment and the training provided was not aligned with the needs of sites (learning curves
vary as a function of information managers’ prior training). Thirdly, and this is where the
difficulties are the most advanced, the standard created fundamental problems that exceeded the
information managers’ responsibilities by broaching epistemic aspects of research data. Very
rapidly, managers realized that changing the way they document data came with important
consequences for how data are recorded, archived, or even produced. For example, when the
systems of classification are unique to one laboratory or researcher, should they be corrected? If
not, how can one make them conform to the predefined categories of the standard?
Shaping categories
“We use a lot of personalized units (unités) in our projects that we have created
ourselves. (…) These units are not equivalent with the standard, so we have to put them
in bulk in the ‘method’ field … deep down it is not very useful.”
In the citation, the information manager mentions an absence, in this case of a missing category
for “personalized units,” for which she is “obliged to put them in bulk in the ‘method’ field.”
This “is not very useful” because the “method” category is a sort of catchall drawer in which
methods are described in the form of text. The level of precision and completeness of these
descriptions can vary considerably since it is left to the author’s discretion to make sure that all
the important information is recorded there. Under such circumstances, the quality of the
information is highly variable.
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In their work on systems of classification, Bowker and Star (1999) show the invisible and
constraining force of categories in the production of a social order, which can contribute to
privileging certain points of view or, on the contrary, to reducing them to silence. The problem
of the lack of equivalency for the personalized units evoked in the above citation reflects the
tension between two dominant disciplinary traditions inside the Network, between physical
science-based disciplines (ex. climatology) and biology-based disciplines (ex. marine biology),
both of which rely on very different types of data.9 Physical data use standard units of measure
(ex.: degrees Celsius for temperature, meters for depth, etc.) while biological data use, in
addition to standard units, “personalized” units, created for the particular needs of each project
(ex.: “the number of leaves on the lower branches of a plant,” “the proportion of live eggs to
dead,” etc.). Yet it so happens that the standard adopted by the Network incorporated units from
the physical science models, and, thus, it is possible to document easily only physical units.10 In
the case of biological data, it is necessary either to “twist” the existing categories or to create
new ones.
The work of shaping new categories occupied information managers at all sites and provoked
several modifications to the standard. Susan and her team, for instance, created, in the end, a
whole collection of new sub-categories destined to structure the “method” field for their site that
allows them to capture the diversity of sampling techniques and analytical protocols. By
allowing them to specify methodologies, these new categories will also allow them to complete
documentation in a way that interprets data correctly, which directly reflects upon the question of
the quality of research data.
For example, are samples treated by extraction or pigmentation? If it’s by extraction, how
big is the filter? … If we don’t have the type of filter or its size, it’s a real problem
because, if you take datasets and regroup them while, in one case, it’s one type of filter
and in another, a different type, you introduce major errors into the analysis, and that is
what happens…
In the citation, the omission of the filter type used in the extraction technique can cause
erroneous data amalgams and lead to invalid results.
I know that Margaret often uses the HA filter and Rob the GFF and that both usually use
these specific filters without thinking to indicate it and that they don’t specify the size
because they forget and often they only use one size so they forget there are several (…)
when I don’t know I go and see them about it and they are dumbfounded because they
never ask themselves that question.
The work of documentation introduces new constraints that directly affect the way researchers
and research teams, even entire laboratory cultures, operate. Margaret does not specify the details
of the equipment she uses (name and filter type) because it’s implicit knowledge (she only uses
one type of filter). The task of information managers resembles then a veritable process of
In the scientific field, ecology belongs to the biological sciences. However, it calls upon several disciplines in the
physical sciences, notably physical geography, geology, pedology, etc.
10 This aspect and more broadly the political stakes of databases are discussed in Millerand and Bowker (2008,
2009).
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elicitation of knowledge to make sampling techniques, methods of analysis, units of measure,
etc. more explicit. This knowledge is situated and intimately linked to epistemic cultures.
Shaping the categories of the standard forces knowledge to be rendered explicit, the choice of
conventions discussed, and tends to formalize tacit tasks. Thus, a new type of exchange begins
between information managers and researchers in which they discuss the choices of
denomination, classification, organization, and presentation of data. The exercise makes the
difficulties with which information managers are confronted and the actual work of elaborating
content from the standard to become visible to researchers in particular.
A New Role
At the annual meeting of information managers when standardization efforts had entered their
fourth year, information managers were given the role of “co-developers” of the standard
(Millerand and Baker, 2010). For the first time, their name appeared along with the standard.
Information managers were recognized not only within the Network but more broadly within the
scientific community of ecologists. They became visible:
“[The standard] is defined and revised in the context of a continual effort in the scientific
community in which the Network’s information managers in particular participate.”11
This recognition comes in the wake of a series of polls about the progress of the process of
standardization at the sites and following a memorable meeting between the Network’s
information managers and the developers of the standard that took the form of a workshop at the
annual meeting in 2005. These two events constituted the mechanisms of making the information
managers’ work visible. On the one hand, the polls revealed the scope and complexity of the task
by revealing notably the delays in the process of standardization. In so doing, they contributed to
casting the process of standardization as a phenomenon (Igo, 2007), here a complex and
laborious process. On the other hand, the workshop was the occasion for information managers
to show the inherent flaws and limits inherent in the standard and, most importantly, the
“corrections” they provided. During this occasion, they offered demos, presented their tools,
discussed different solutions, etc. The workshop led to the publication of a report in the quarterly
bulletin of the Network’s information managers co-authored by representatives of the two parties
(managers and authors of the standard). Information managers’ role as co-developers of the
standard was now institutionally recognized.
Making Information Managers Invisible: Denying the Recognition of Processes of Work
The institutional recognition of information managers happened however at the expense of the
recognition of certain processes, which are fundamental to the work of data documentation yet
remain invisible.
The visibility or invisibility of a work activity generally rests on the methods of inscribing and
formalizing tasks, which Voirol (2005) has called “formal visibility” in the work environment. In
this way, strategies for formalizing an activity are employed to make it “visible,” for example a
description of tasks associated with a title, level of salary, responsibilities, etc. Writing plays here
11
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a leading role. Information managers developed a series of tools and additions to the standard,
among which figured a list of “Best Practices” to encourage the production of standardized
metadata. The document, conceived as a practical guide to facilitate the work of data
documentation, is also mainly an attempt to formalize new work procedures via writing.
However, it was rejected by the authors of the standard and ignored by the Network’s managers,
seen as an administrative tool during review of site data practices. The practical activity of
producing standardized data documentation thus remains without any recognized written traces.
The writing of the document began in 2003 when a handful of information managers suggested
creating a common document that would explain in a simple way the contents of the standard.
After some months of work, the document, which had transited around most of the Network’s
sites, brought together, among other things, a series of definitions and explications on what a
given metadata field could and could not include. For example, each data set must be linked to a
“project” just as it is associated with the name of a researcher or a laboratory. In spite of its
apparent universality, the category “project” proved to have different meanings in the
disciplinary context of each site.
“I remember asking myself: is ‘project’ a ‘[scientific] cruise’ (expedition), which, for us
in our system, is ‘study’ or is it the name of the ‘site’? This can be interpreted in several
different ways, for example at Rob’s site, let’s assume they are working on mushrooms
right now, and so for them, ‘project’ will be the name of the project: ‘Mushroom Project
2002-2004.’ But if we did that with our cruises, since we have more than one in the same
project, we’d have several projects: ‘Jan01-Study,’ ‘March01-Study,’ even though they
are for the same larger study. So that caused some problems because the data can’t be
compared if they aren’t organized in the same way.”
The example here reflects modes of classification and organization of data that are intimately
tied to traditions of research. Univocal and unproblematic in vegetal biology in which it is easy
to associate a collection of data to a research project, the collection of data in oceanography
makes their classification otherwise more complex. The scientific cruises (the expeditions) are
most often the occasion to collect data for several projects (for the logistical reason of cost), thus
combining chemical, biological or physical measurements. These data then form their own
collection (ex. “Jan01-Study’) where each expedition is defined as an entity: “each cruise is its
own story” (in the words of an informant). One can understand how such differences may
constitute an obstacle to sharing these data, notably in a database. These differences and their
consequences on the creation of standardized documentation are precisely what the document on
best practices addresses. To return to the cited examples, in the context of multidisciplinary
research with oceanographic datasets, it was decided, for precision, that the latter should be
associated first with the team and the research site that yielded them and then with one or several
research projects.
The “Best Practices” written by the information managers are more than a series of technical
recommendations, they are also the expression of a process of formalizing work that attributes
roles to different categories of actors (ex.: the information manager is responsible for verifying
metadata with the author of the data), the ordering of task (ex. : follow the field guide for the
stages of conversion), which translate the responsibilities or negligence of certain
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responsibilities, for example here a document that fails to respect the standard regarding
multidisciplinary data. In addition, the document addresses all the work of interpretation and
shaping of categories done by information managers.
Seeing in this effort of formalization the tangible proof of their contribution to the improvement
of the standard and with the idea that other communities could benefit from their experience, the
information managers proposed to include their “Best Practices” in the documentation that
comes with the standard. But the standard’s authors disqualified these practices from the start,
judging their contents too “provincial” (in the word’s of an informant). Considered too
“amateur” and too linked to the local particularities of their sites. In other words, the “Best
Practices” written by the information managers conflict with the universal vocation of the
standard. One developer explains:
“The Best Practices could have been included with the documentation of the standard if
they had been more general since we wish to serve the largest possible part of the
ecological community.”
By rejecting the idea to integrate the document with the standard, the work of the information
managers is made invisible. More precisely, what is made invisible is the local, situated,
diversified work of fabricating standardized documentation, in other words the work of
interpreting and shaping categories to fit different laboratory and disciplinary cultures and
traditions. Non-formalized, this knowledge about the making of documentation, the shaping of
categories, etc., will likely not be the object of the process of accumulation, and other
communities will have no choice but to take the same route as the Network’s information
managers. But it is necessary to say as well that choosing to recognize the work of ‘little hands’
would disrupt the universal character of the standard and, thereby, call into question the logic of
top-down development of the National Research Center that created a standard as a solution to
the problem of documenting data from all ecological research communities. In the end, the work
of little hands in data documentation must constantly be remade and reinvented.
Conclusion
Current trends in the development of large databases for scientific collaboration bring to light
new formalizations of research practices and call for a better understanding of the role of actors
behind the scenes of the production of scientific data. The analysis of mechanisms for making
visible or invisible processes of work and workers in the context of a large database project
within a scientific community reveals certain facets of how one category of actors’ work,
information managers, is brought to light or ignored. In this way, we witness the process of
“invisibilization” (Denis, 2009) that is not only the result of the disappearance of the traces of
work but also a devalorization of the activity as such.
That being said, if, like technicians, “their work forms an easily erasable layer of the palimpsest
of science” (Timmermans, 2003, p. 198), the information managers could see their role gain new
importance when large database projects begin to multiply. Straddling technical sciences and
environmental sciences, these invisible workers possess the savoir-faire and knowledge that are
an indispensible link in the production and circulation of scientific knowledge, most importantly
18

via digital networks. In an era of initiatives of “network science,” foregoing the “small-hands”
work of information managers will lead to a poorer understanding of contemporary scientific
practices.
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